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looking into Huysmans´ Virtual Worlds
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The Dying Dreamer website is a visual presentation of research work
in progress. The site features active illustrations that allow for interpretation
in a spatial context. These illustrations, in making and as presentation,
are analytical collages, some created from a model of the mansion
as described in the novel then distorted as the narrative take leaps
in space and time.

I

n 1884, the novel A Rebours, translated into English as
Against
Nature,
appeared as a complete map of morbid
desires, written by Joris-Karl Huysmans at the peak of
decadence in literature. Huysmans delivers a study
of a monstruous psyche in a dandy outﬁt – the depraved Baron Des Esseintes. The novel is a parallel description of the isolated mansion and the deteriorating mind
of the hyperaesthetic protagonist. Neurotically represented in detail, we are invited to experience the architectural creation of a man whose inquisitive senses
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and restless imagination has led him to taste every forbidden fruit and whose wealth and health are slowly
consumed by experimental spatial excesses on the
verge of sensory overload.
Nature, according to Des Esseintes, is overrated as
“there is not a single one of her inventions, deemed so
subtle and sublime, that human ingenuity cannot manufacture”1. The Baron, a character essentially modelled after Huysmans himself, develops an advanced
taste for artiﬁciality, since his “overfatigued senses”2
are ill-ﬁtted for reality. When he cannot ﬁnd the like of
his aesthetic ideas in the world, he sets oﬀ to artiﬁcially manufacture it. Nature proves to be surprisingly
supple in the hand of this architectural alchemist.
By fully embracing the powers of artiﬁce, Huysmans created essentially the most hardcore decadent
novel ever written. Huysmans credo is that imagination is the key to evolution of man. He puts imagination
into practice through manipulation of perception itself.
Throughout the novel, Huysmans spares no eﬀort to
advocate the idea of augmented sensory input. The
author presents numerous mindbending artefacts
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and, through the descriptions of Des Esseintes’ interaction with these, provides a manual for living in hyperaesthetic space.
It was a novel without a plot, and with only one character, being, indeed, simply a psychological study of a certain young Parisian, who spent his life trying to realise
in the nineteenth century all the passions and modes
of thought that belonged to every century except his
own…3

It may well have been without a plot, but not without
indications of a new kind of existence: the integration of the body in an immersive virtuality, a dreamerfriendly interface packed with soft- and hardware to
relieve everyday spleen in any century. We enjoy today
the aﬀordable tools, buzzing on every oﬃce desk, soon
humming in every pocket, to become Des Esseintes’
disciples and join him in the refuge of alternative reality.
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Against Nature provides an inventory of various
aspects of virtuality. The research presented in this article and on the Dying Dreamer website aims at analysing the coherence between Huysmans’ description
of the Baron’s mansion and the general conditions
of virtual space. In the narrative space of the novel
Against Nature as well as in digital space, we are located in a user-oriented egocentric universe, where
artiﬁciality oﬀers superior pleasure to nature, but to
the expenditure of the human body and life as we physically know it. This project is exploring the idea that
Huysmans is in fact creating a virtual world, a hyperspatial sanctuary. In a way, he describes the ultimate immersive computer game and its addicted player: The
Dying Dreamer.
In the quest of total immersion in alternative reality,
Des Esseintes needs to modify his senses by customising his environment and exclude all social interaction.
In order to escape the world that he perceives as fatally
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boring, he needs icons to click himself away. The mansion is for that purpose ﬁlled with carefully selected art and
literature, mechanical installations and architectural
innovations. These modiﬁcations are in many aspects
similar to the practise of interface design and aligns
with contemporary theories of virtual reality. The idea
of travelling in inertia, numerous examples of sensory
augmenting installations, the oppression of physical
needs are all features that are generally assigned to virtuality. There is also the recognition of the ”limitations
of the tool” as in a digital process. The Baron eventually
suﬀers a disastrous “crash”, just like any rugged PC user
does sooner or later.
There were in it metaphors as monstrous as orchids, and
as subtle in colour. The life of the senses was described
in the terms of mystical philosophy. One hardly knew
at times whether one was reading the spiritual ecstasies of some medieval saint or the morbid confessions
of a modern sinner. It was a poisonous book.4
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Aesthetic Alienation
Des Esseintes is born into a family of shadowy and inbred characters, and brought up in Château de Lourps
by a mother suﬀering from various nervous conditions
and an estranged father. His lonely and alienated
childhood is somewhat relieved when he is sent to
the Jesuit school, where the fathers are both impressed
by his intelligence and puzzled by his individual persistence, as he refuses to follow the established line of
studies and excels only in subjects of his own choice.
The restlessness and eccentricity grows with age and
when entering adulthood he ﬁnds most social activities abominably boring and his contempt for humanity escalates. He indulges in a self-destructive lifestyle of
erotic and culinary excesses in Paris but ﬁnally, due to
ill health, makes the decision to spend what is left of
family fortune to buy himself the isolation he is craving
for; a secluded mansion in Fontenay-aux-Roses out-
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side Paris. This is where the grand projects of domestic
adaptations and transformations will take place, interrupted by excursions into memories and associations
triggered by Des Esseintes´ collections of artwork and
artefacts. In response to his childhood deprivation, he
recreates his existence in a home perfected in detail
and lives as an outcast character.
I tried living in the real world
Instead of a shell
But I was bored before I even began
I was bored before I even began.5

The idea of complete immersion is an essential quality
that the narrative space in Against Nature shares with
virtuality. Des Esseintes leaves his residence at Fontenay
only in most acute situations and not willingly, even
more reluctantly are visitors welcomed to the estate
and the domestic people are carefully separated
from the Baron’s routines and serve him via padded
corridors so as not to disturb. The physical isolation is
performed with a monasterial discipline that stands in
sharp contrast to the Baron’s earlier days of carnal pleasures. Des Esseintes social life is strictly restrained to
avatars, characters from literature and art, and people
recalled from memory of time passed in urban exuberance. This voluntary imprisonment shares the seclusion of virtual reality.
In Against Nature, Huysmans positions Des Esseintes at a safe distance from the urban environment
which has caused him so much distress. The city, much
favoured by the decadents, is in fact even more romanticised in its abscence, the distance rendering the temptations of Paris even more vividly. Des Esseintes is oﬀ-line
in his monasterial existence, isolated from all social interaction. In the ﬁrst chapter, Huysmans describes the
basic setup for the retreat, a kind of manual of the operating system for the Baron’s new home. The mansion
is the harddrive on which the Baron continuously
installs software for his sensory installations as he plots
new aesthetic conﬁgurations. The rooms are ﬁtted with
architectural inventions, for example the ship-cabin
that is plugged into the dining room to provide the
complete illusion of being on a cross-atlantic journey.
Since moving to Fontenay, Des Esseintes avoids so-
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ciety except to get some plug-ins, that is, occasionally
turning to civilisation for upgrading his tools. He orders
items and has them delivered to his home as he dreams
up new installations. The narrative deﬁnes the space
of the mansion as the user-oriented interface of Des Esseintes. The user himself is the only one who can log in
for full access to all the daydream shortcuts that he has
created around him. The user’s integration with space,
the extensions of himself with mechanical devices, the
ignorance of bodily functions, all add up to support the
idea that Huysmans is introducing a level of virtual life
that would only begin to be realised more than a century later. In one aspect only, the novel fails to match
our conception of virtual space. The gloriﬁed aspects
of global communication and extension of social life
over the internet is absent in Against Nature, since the
Baron shows no interest in expanding his social life or
take part in any community. The type of virtual space
described by Huysmans relates rather to the idea of a
cave6 or the less reﬁned “goggles and glove” version of
virtual navigation, where human-to-human interaction is of less importance than human-to-space interaction (at least in contemporary standards of digital space
technology). Des Esseintes’ physical and psychological
immersion in his home is so complete he can hardly
be separated from space itself, and without him, no
sensory programs would be accessible.
Je suis l’espace où je suis.7
(I am the space where I am.)
Digital decadence
The decadents8 could not have entered the cultural
scene at any other time. In classicism, the order of the
world imposed an aesthetic ideal in the individual,
who was no more than a vessel for divine ideals and
restrained emotions. Romanticism freed the individual, by describing the human ego as a creative and
operative energy, independent from God for better
and for worse. The egocentric universe intensiﬁed the
interest in human sensory experience, perception and
psychology, but with the power of the individual came
loneliness, the ﬂip side of a godless inner life. In the shift
between romanticism and symbolism, the human ego
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took a turn from the limitless inner universe to the more
complex conﬂuence of mind and space. As Jean Clair
puts it:
The Romantics considered the landscape to be a state of
mind, a place to stop and rest. The Symbolists, however,
reversed this idea: the state of mind actually became
the landscape, but it was an empty, deserted, unlimited,
boundless world in the middle of nowhere.9

The romantics’ pitstop for the soul was abandoned for
the symbolists’ perpetual journey in the wasteland of
the mind. Somewhere in between these movements
lies decadence, mainly rendered as “word-paintings”
of artiﬁciality and aesthetisism: the tools with which the
individual could create a liveable space, lonely but lovely,
poetic though putrid.
More than a tantalising alliteration, digital decadence illustrates the idiosyncrasy of the culture of
artiﬁce at the turn of two succeeding centuries. Note
the less than coincidential deﬁnition of the “in the
middle of nowhere” and the endless grid of a computer
modeler’s worktable: there is nothing until you start
messing about with the object creation tools. If the
decadents had had access to the computer standards
of today, they would rather have used high-end 3Dgamedesign applications than Microsoft Word to describe their visionary worlds. Or they would have been
the ﬁrst community to leave their bodies behind and
wallow in inﬁnite luxury as forever-young avatars in a
perpetual masquerade in any projected environment
of choice.
The notion of parallel realities in Against Nature matches the general description of virtual reality as “any of
various forms of computer-generated 3D-environments, the more interactive and immersive, the better”10
and the processes of the making of these environments. It also relates to the basic “everyday” interactions
with computerspace via software interface, that is, the
graphic appearance of any oﬃce package. No matter what level of digital immersion or complexity
of programming you choose to compare the space
in Against Nature with, Huysmans’ description of the
architecture and artefacts as a navigational interface
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is still unsurpassed. With few exceptions, architects
engaging in issues of virtual reality are expressing
theories side by side with fresh or experienced theoreticians in hard covers, but that is all talk and no moonwalk. It seems the boundless universe of VR could be
half-wallpapered already with pages of anthologies on
the new era of informative space. The more refreshing
to ﬁnd that a neurotic author more than a century ago
envisioned spatial possibilities and sensory-augmenting equipment that would make MIT labs seem like a
potter’s workshop.
As an eﬀort to stretch language to ﬁt our excitement
about sensory augmented space, the entire terminology around information technology and virtual
reality is ﬁlled with preﬁxes such as “hyper-”, “super-”
and “multi-”, not to mention “cyber-”, forming neologisms that may illustrate the potential of digital tools
and electronic communication. The semantic eﬀorts to
handle virtual reality seem to draw all energy from the
actual assignment of content to the space in question.
In an article written in 1901, V.V. Rozanov assigns the
preﬁx “ultra-” to approach the artistic movement:
It is precisely this element of ultra – the result of ultra
manifested in life itself, in its mores, ideas, proclivities,
and aspirations – that has wormed into literature and
remained there ever since, expressing itself, ﬁnally, in
such a hideous phenomenon as Decadence and Symbolism. The ultra without its referent, exaggeration without the exaggerated object, preciosity of form conjoined with total disappearance of content, and “poetry”
devoid of rhyme, meter, and sense – that is what constitutes Decadence.11

The search for deﬁnition and lack of content marks the
contemporary discussion about Virtual Reality. What
are we going to make of this electronic celebration of
the ego?
Decay follows subsequently after the maturity of
a discipline, driving aesthetics to an extreme point of
complexity. Some examples are given by Havelock Ellis, in his introduction to the 1884 original edition of
Against Nature, where he lists dichotomies in order
to illustrate the oppositions of classic and decadent
style in diﬀerent disciplines. Architecture is exempli-
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ﬁed by Roman architecture as classic, and Byzantine
developments as completely decadent. Architectural
decadence is the result of decomposition and corruption of geometrical systems, and may ﬁnally be the
dissolving of physical boundaries and constructional
laws in a process of unlimited hyperaesthetic creation
in virtual space.
Hyperaesthetics and Synesthesia
The physical space that the Baron possesses is programmed for escape into an inward reality. Des Esseintes
lives in a custom-made interface where any object acts
like a phicon12 that, when interacted with, propels him
into other dimensions. The hyperaesthetic quality of
objects suggests that the idea of the thing is more desirable than the thing itself: the Baron do not decorate or
collect to impress others, only to project himself into
his dreams. Huysmans takes this idea further by assigning navigational functions to smell and taste and also
renders objects with proprioceptive, tactile and haptic qualities beside the ordinary visual and auditive icons
of computer space. A rare condition that corresponds to
this multisensory interface is synesthesia13, a perceptual
phenomenon of sensory fusion that was central to the
symbolists in art and literature around the turn of the
last century and had a great inﬂuence on Huysmans.
The neurological condition of synesthesia has had
a great inﬂuence on Huysmans. It may be described as
one of the most extreme manifestations of the mind,
where two or more senses simultaneously engage in
the experience of another sense. Between 1860 and
1930, there was a peak of interest for this rare condition. Synesthesia attracted serious attention in art, music, literature, linguistics, natural philosophy, and theosophy. Most accounts emphasised coloured hearing,
the most common form of synesthesia. The symbolist
movement launched the idea of the Gesamtkunstwerke, engaging the audience in multi-modal concerts of music and light, sometimes even odour. Special synesthetic instruments were invented, for example
the clavecin oculaire, an instrument that played sound
and light simultaneously. Other polysensory artworks
have their place in history, such as the odorama, smellavision, son-et-lumiere and theremins. After decades
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of scientiﬁc neglect, a revival of inquiry is under way. The
synesthetic corruption of the senses is an important issue in digital media, especially in the computer game
industry and in interface development where cognitive engagement is commercially viable. Our minds
will be stimulated and simulated to experience sensory
eﬀects beyond the normal.
Art is more sensitive than anything else to the future;
it discloses more clearly than anything else the innermost workings of our soul.14

Huysmans assigns the condition of synesthesia to Des
Esseintes who even builds his own synesthetic hardware: the mouth-organ. This apparel is in fact a drink
bar organised as a musical instrument where the Baron creates liquid symphonies and potable tunes by
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pulling levers and pressing stops. He restores the
grammar of perfumery, creating semantic spaces and
entire landscapes, classical gardens as well as industrial areas by mixing scents in his olfactory bar. There
are numerous examples of multi-modal experience
and descriptions of synesthetic qualities of certain
works of literature and art in the novel.
The interaction with artefacts in his collections
– books, perfumes, drinks, artwork, textures, bonbons,
plants – sets the Baron’s mind in motion and he enters the parallel reality of a dream or a memory. This
structure enables Des Esseintes to travel without leaving the comforts of his home. Travelling is, surprisingly
enough, a favoured pass-time for Des Esseintes. He
does not need to move any further than to the dining47

room for example. Here he performs virtual tourism,
studying timetables of steamers, tampering with compasses and instruments for navigation, and breathing
in fake odours of salt seas. He is inside a “room inside
the room”: a ship’s cabin, complete with arched beams
and tarred wainscoting. Through a porthole placed in
front of the real window with a ﬁshtank placed between the two windows, he contemplates on the “marine life”, mechanical ﬁsh and artiﬁcial seaweed, the remains of daylight ﬁltering through the water. No need
to change rooms even, when an illustrated book and
a glass of irish whisky brings grassy plains into the
library. The Baron has perfected the skills of travelling
in inertia15, an undisputable aspect of virtual space.

to concentrate your attention on a single detail, to forget
yourself suﬃciently to bring about the desired hallucination and so substitute the vision of a reality for the
reality itself.16

body <Enter>; bad ﬁle format
– the Dyspeptic Demiurge
Des Esseintes was fully prepared to enter the virtual
world. he had bid his farewell and decided once and
for all to live a manipulated life in an environment as
artiﬁcial as possible. On leaving Paris, he throws a dinner party to bid farewell to the city as well as his virility. The dinner is extravagantly themed in black: black
food served by negresses in a black room on black

The main thing is to know how to set about it, to be able
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china. Upon entering the virtual world, no physical potency is needed. He will thrive on memories only and
leave the body behind in his dreams. He will encounter
old mistresses in the virtual reality of his dreams, some
lucid, some nightmarish, where no shortcomings of
his manhood have any relevance. Etymologically, the
term virtual shares the root of virile, from the latin “vir”
for man.17
Des Esseintes’ relation to women is complicated
if not resentful. Among his favourite female avatars is
Salome, as rendered by Gustave Moreau18 in various
motifs. Her glowing ﬂesh animated by gems and her
swaying dance is vividly imprinted in Des Esseintes,
he is equally attracted and horriﬁed at her physical appearance and her evil aim. Among his former mistresses
who return to memory when the Baron eats a purple
aphrodisiac bonbon, are Urania, a circus contortionist who initially spellbound him but turned out to be as
intellectually boring as she was physically supple, and
the Ventriloquist whom the Baron had to cite his favourite poem in a voice displaced in the room during their
erotic encounters. In his complex relation to women,
Huysmans shares the same view as Baudelaire and Barbey D’Aurevilly: that woman and the Devil are one. If
woman is nature, an important motif in symbolist art,
and man is artiﬁce, then the satanic woman comprise
all demonisation of nature and the uncontrollable.
Odilon Redon is one of the artists that adorn Des Esseintes’ walls, his images of the hybrid grinning spider
with a human face and cactus-head in a pot represent
the freaks of Nature that the Baron thrives among. The
perversion of nature and the hybrid beings are exempliﬁed in a nightmare induced by the scents of the
exotic and carnivorous plants Des Esseintes has ﬁlled
his vestibule with. A female ﬁgure metamorphoses out
of a plant, a horrifying vision of ﬂesh in the shape of a
plant:

paratus who fails him in this clockwork dream-studio.
Des Esseintes expresses his neurotic anxiety about Virus, the invasive power of organic reproduction that
would upset any contemporary computer user or cause fatal catastrophy to a body immersed in computer
space, as described in so many tech-ﬁ novels.
As a result of his various acts of perverting of Nature,
Des Esseintes ﬁnally gets a memento mori: you can
turn your back on God but you can’t turn your back on
your own back. His bodily conditions takes a turn to
the worse.
Due to the Baron’s dyspepsia, food and drink has
to be carefully distributed. Culinary adventures is apparently the only artform that Des Esseintes does not
engage in. The oppression of physical needs is one of
the most problematic aspects of virtuality. The Baron
has directed a structure for the intake of food, that
enables him to be served without interacting with
the servants who robotically bring the meals according to a clockwork schedule, moving in felt slippers
through a padded corridor that separates the kitchen
from the dining-room. All precautions are taken not
to emit any sounds that may disturb the Baron in his
mind journeys. As the symptoms of the Dyspeptic Demiurge escalate, the baron orders a patent digester, a
“precious instrument” that transforms all food to brown
liquid, and when that does not work, the Baron’s whole
metabolism is reversed in a quite explicit physical way
to Des Esseintes’ relief and secret amusement:

A sudden intuition came to him, and he told himself
that this must be the Flower. His reasoning mania persisted even in this nightmare; and as in the daytime, it
switched from vegetation to the Virus.19

The original French title, A Rebours, is given yet another dimension, directly related to this inverted metabolism, that the English title cannot match. The automatised feeding is a reminder of the defects of the
Baron’s otherwise nearly perfected virtual life. The
body just cannot follow.

Any threat to his virtual retreat is of female nature. The
body, as being inseparable from nature, is the only ap-
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…congratulating himself on this experience which was,
so to speak, the crowning achievement of the life he had
planned for himself; his taste for the artiﬁcial had now,
without even the slightest eﬀort on his part, attained its
supreme fulﬁlment. No one, he thought, would ever
go any further; taking nourishment in this way was undoubtedly the ultimate deviation from the norm.20
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the Nature of Artiﬁce
Des Esseintes consistently sings the praise of artiﬁciality as he claims that nature “has had her day” and that
“…the time has surely come for artiﬁce to take her place whenever possible.”21 The Baron is very creative and
proactive in satisfying his desires for artiﬁciality by designing machinery and installations. His feeble apparition and moral weakness is, in a way, balanced by his
energy as a craftsman and determination as an artist
and inventor. In chapter eight, Des Esseintes enters
into close combat with Nature when taking on botanical collection. The exotic plants selected for his hothouse all respond to the aesthetics of artiﬁce: the more
unnatural apparition of the organic object, the more
reason to bring it in. Huysmans employs metaphors
of the human body to describe the Baron’s response
to the sensory impressions aroused by the plants. The
metaphor is folded twice: ﬁrst in resembling the colour
and texture of the plants with reﬁned manmade materials, then the nightmarish transformation of the same
plants into eroticized bodies. Artiﬁciality strikes back,
so to say, as the soothing hobby of gardening turn out
to be hazardous, evoking the very suppressed cravings
the Baron seeks to distract himself from. There are numerous examples of this preference for the manmade,
a disposition that is sometimes spiralling into contempt for the natural. His fascination for technical novelty is displayed in a passage where he suggests that
even some of his works of latin literature might be
turned out by an ingenious mechanic who takes good
care of his machine, keeps its component parts well oiled, and if need be can invent new parts which are both
intricate and useless.22

The Dreamer is thrilled by the idea of himself as a
“reading mill”, comparing his mind’s workings to industrial process as he examines his contemporary lay
works:
…passing them trough the critical apparatus of his
mind, just as a metal worker passes strips of metal through a steel drawing machine, from which they emerge
thin and light, reduced to almost invisible threads…23

Huysmans excels in his metaphorical description of the
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most beautiful machinery existing: the two modern locomotives of the Northern Railway, described as two
women, a stringent metaphor illustrating the charms
and seductive powers of these two female creatures of
steel and chrome.
The more sensational Des Esseintes’ home becomes,
the greater kicks he needs, like a drug addict increasing
the dose in order to achieve the same eﬀect. As the artiﬁcial becomes domesticised by Des Esseintes, the
mansion itself turns into a kind of nature, an alternative nature that is the hybrid of concretisation of dreams
and the dreamer himself.
The strive for spatial perfection is a central theme of
Against Nature. In the ﬁrst chapter, Des Esseintes is reﬂecting on the choice of colour for the most important
room, his study. He is restricted to ends of the spectra
that respond most favourably to artiﬁcial light. Des Esseintes rejects all colours except indigo blue and orange,
some regretfully as he knows some favourite nuances
would be stunning in ordinary candlelight. His life is
exclusively nocturnal, wherefor the electric light is a
modern convenience he celebrates. Computer-generation of space is always a process of careful selection
of textures, colour and lighting in order to achieve, if
not pleasing, then at least convincing environments.
Des Esseintes do not depend uniquely on mechanical
devices to realise his spatial ideas. When contemplating the colours of his carpet, he gets the idea of animating its texture by adding something that moves
around on it. He buys a turtle and has its goldglazed
shell encrusted with carefully chosen gemstones, and
the creature is placed in the room to interact with the
colours as intended. After a while, the turtle lies immobile in a corner, poisoned by its artiﬁcially augmented
beauty.
The aesthetic alienation of Des Esseintes is described by his contempt of the taste of the common man.
Anything that the general public gets access to and
takes pleasure in, is rejected by the Baron as it has become irreversibly vulgarised. Stylish excellence is forcibly an act of selection. The same skill is applied to
eﬃcient retrieval of information. The character most
adapted to life in an environment saturated with information is the Selector. The ability to distinguish and
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identify useful entities of information is the characteristics of the hyperaesthetic hacker. Des Esseintes shares his aesthetic and selective abilities with experienced
3D-modelers, production designers and special eﬀects
artists: he knows where to add and what, he is aware
of the eﬀects of lighting and shadows, he kills some
darlings and reinvent others, all for the completion of
his visions.
For the delectation of his mind and the delight of his
eyes, he had decided to seek out evocative works which
would transport him to some unfamiliar world, point
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the way to new possibilities, and shake up his nervous
system by means of erudite fancies, complicated nightmares, suave and sinister visions.24

Virtual Reality could not replace physical space, but
may temporarily surround us for some useful purpose or for entertainment, by mediating equipment
ranging from a Gameboy via a PC to a fully equipped
immersive Cave. Huysmans mediates many useful ideas about navigational functions embedded in objects,
but he is also introducing a daring, spatially spastic
way of navigating through the narrative space itself.
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My reading of the novel is encoded into three generations of space. Each chapter is, page by page, ﬁltered
into any of the three categories revived space, present
space and evoked space. Present space is the origin
point, the physical space where the Baron is living his
life in real-time. Revived space denotes any site revisited in memory, rooms restored to consciousness by
the act of remembrance, which in turn is triggered by
direct interaction with a physical object, a work of art
or a text. Evoked space signiﬁes imaginative places,
conjured up from an object or a phenomena, such as
a painting or a scent. A rhythmic pattern can be distinguished from the text encoding. The actual present
space is statistically dominated by revived and evoked
space. Huysmans readily applies a hypertextual structure, merges time and descriptions in non-chronological order, and breaks the axiom of space-time
into an elaborate mix of physical chambers, halls of

Bilder och skisser ur forskningsprojektet the Dying Dreamer av författaren.
Bildmanipulationer gjorda med inslag av konstverk från Moreau, Theotocopuli
(El Greco), Wiertz, Millais, samt fotograﬁskt porträtt av J-K Huysmans.

memory and gardens of dreams.
Awakening from Virtual Sleep
The user-oriented universe of Des Esseintes oﬀers
two options. One is the awakening in the world of basic
needs ruled by the body. The other is the consequence
of the untamed process of synthetic extravagance and
sensory alchemy. Huysmans has in his virtual reality
caught a virus that is slowly corrupting the ﬁles on his
harddrive. He must have caught it when he downloaded that elusive dream. The virus was attached to his
artiﬁcial lifestyle. The dreamer must die.
Malin Zimm, doktorand
KTH Arkitektur
malinzimm@hotmail.com

The senses should be used economically in order to be
functional. To excite them gratuitously with sounds, colours and scents, as the Symbolists do, is to invite morbid
exhaustion.25

Des Esseintes is forced to leave the mansion at Fontenay
and go back to Paris, where he can get medical attention and possibly be restored to a normal social life.
The return to the city is thus understood as a remedy to
his condition. Urbanity and regular injections of social
52
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contacts will erase all alienated perversion. Or will it?
The dreamer is so intensely connected to the crafted
hyperaesthetic environment, where artefacts have become a part of space and where space has become a
part of the dream, that, when they pull the plugs to
detach Des Esseintes’ from these rooms, the dream
fades away and all the codes with it.
The destiny of the protagonist of Against Nature
brings another mythical space and its explorers to mind.
In Stalker26, a writer and a scientist takes on a perilous
journey led by a stalker into a deserted “Zone”, supposedly contaminated by mystical powers that governs
the time and space of the Zone in a surreal metaphysical choreography. It is said that there is a room inside
a derelict building inside the Zone, a room that may
fulﬁl your innermost wish. When the three characters
arrive to the room, they start arguing. They realise they
cannot enter the room without risking to be proven
wrong about what they thought was their innermost
wish. When facing the option of stepping across the
threshold that separates them from the magic space
and lose their dream, or return to civilisation and let
life in the real world govern their will and wishes, they
chose the latter. The completion of the journey is the
return to civilisation. Life is still there when you wake
up because it was never gone, even after that journey
into mystery, even after virtual life.
…if I were asked to name the chief beneﬁt of the house, I
should say: the house shelters daydreaming, the house
protects the dreamer, the house allows one to dream in
peace.27

Malin Zimm : The Dying Dreamer
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